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Role of disorder-induced scattering on 
density of states (DOS) and band structure

Fundamentals of on-chip single photon 
emitters using PC waveguides

Short waveguide designs and coupling
to disorder-induced resonance modes 
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Purcell Effect (enhanced SE Factor)Purcell Effect (enhanced SE Factor)

E. M. Purcell, Phys. Rev. 69, 681 (1946)
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Non-Classical Light SourcesNon-Classical Light Sources
Quantum dots (QDs) in high Q/V cavities

time

Applications
 Quantum information 

processing 
 Fundamental quantum

optics

Single photons 

e.g., with PC Cavities:

• Yoshie et al, Nature (2004) 
• Englund et al, PRL (2005)

QD-cavity Coupling
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PC Cavities versus PC WaveguidesPC Cavities versus PC Waveguides
“L3” Cavity “W1” waveguide

Large Q/V
Slow light

Light 
line

PBG

QD
QD

Small
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Important Parameters for Single Photons Important Parameters for Single Photons 

● Beta Factor – amount of spontaneous emission 
(SE) into a desired output mode

● Purcell factor – enhanced spontaneous emission 
factor relative to a homogeneous medium
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Single photon emission rate in any 
general medium (photonic reservoir)
Single photon emission rate in any 

general medium (photonic reservoir)

QD dipole:

Projected LDOS using G defined in previous lecture:
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LDOS for QD in a PC WaveguideLDOS for QD in a PC Waveguide
Using:
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LDOS and Purcell factor at field 
antinode position

LDOS and Purcell factor at field 
antinode position

Effective mode volume
(per unit cell):

LDOS:

PF:

Manga Rao and Hughes, PRB 75, 205437 (2007)
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Simple Cavity PF versus Waveguide PFSimple Cavity PF versus Waveguide PF
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Purcell Factor and Beta Factor vs FrequencyPurcell Factor and Beta Factor vs Frequency

Slow light regime

Manga Rao and Hughes, PRB 75, 205437 (2007)
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Example PF vs QD Position (slab center)Example PF vs QD Position (slab center)

Manga Rao and Hughes, PRB 75, 205437 (2007)
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First Exp. Report: Coupling QDs to PC 
Guides

First Exp. Report: Coupling QDs to PC 
Guides
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Lund-Hanson et al. PRL 101,113903 (2008)Lund-Hanson et al. PRL 101,113903 (2008)

Coupled to waveguide mode, 
then QD has a much 
faster photon decay
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Recent example with top/side detectionRecent example with top/side detection
Laucht et al. PRX 2 011014 (2012)
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Role of disorder on density of states 
(DOS) and band structure

Role of disorder on density of states 
(DOS) and band structure

N. Mann, SH, P. Lodahl group, unpublished 

With this type of external hole fluctuation, disorder 
parameters can be increased systematically 
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Basic theory of disorder-induced 
resonance shifts

Basic theory of disorder-induced 
resonance shifts

First-order resonance shifts (P from disorder):

Second-order resonance shifts:
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Impact of disorder on band structureImpact of disorder on band structure
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Theory and experiment – DOS average 
versus increasing disorder

Theory and experiment – DOS average 
versus increasing disorder

Theory: Experiments (GaAs):

N. Mann, SH, P. Lodahl group, unpublished
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Impact on Purcell FactorImpact on Purcell Factor

Intrinsic
disorder

With no disorder,
PF goes to infinity
at mode edge

(disorder limits 
LDOS peak)
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Disorder-Induced ResonancesDisorder-Induced Resonances

Full 3D Maxwell solution of a disordered instance

10 instances using 3D FDTD (37 unit cells):
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● Long waveguides have large losses with slow-
light modes, causing spatial regions of 
disorder-induced light localization.

● This also limits the minimum group velocity 
that can be measured and used from the ideal 
band structure picture.

● Hoiwever, one can still exploit the modes, by: 
using shorter guides, or coupling to the 
disordered-induced resonances. 

Impact from disorder-induced 
scattering on waveguide cavity-QED

Impact from disorder-induced 
scattering on waveguide cavity-QED
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Single Photon Gun in a finite-size PC waveguideSingle Photon Gun in a finite-size PC waveguide

Purcell EffectPC guide band structure

On-chip E-field at slab center

V. Manga Rao and SH,PRL 99, 193901 (2007)
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Schagmann et al, APL 99, 261108 (2011)Schagmann et al, APL 99, 261108 (2011)
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Recent QD example with short guideRecent QD example with short guide

QDs in here (slab center)

Purcell factor near mode edge
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Exploiting deliberate disorder with QDsExploiting deliberate disorder with QDs

Sapienza et al, Science (2010)

Anderson
Localization
Modes
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Integration with cavities also possibleIntegration with cavities also possible

“Loaded”
PF

(cf. ~3000
no WG)

P. Yao and SH, PRB 2010
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Very recent paper on the arXiv serverVery recent paper on the arXiv server

Source: http://arxiv.org/abs/1402.2081 

“Near-unity coupling efficiency of a quantum 
emitter to a photonic-crystal waveguide”
(Submitted on 10 Feb 2014)
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SummarySummary
● PC waveguides show great promise as a platform 

technology for chip-based quantum light sources

● Intrinsic disorder limits the enhanced emission factors, 
but disorder (possibly deliberate) can also be used to 
enhance coupling to quantum dot emitters.

● Large beta factor is robust (i.e., the probability of being 
emitted into the desired output mode): broadband (5-
10 THz is typical for a slow-light waveguide mode).

● These important parameters can (again!) be calculated 
using intuitive Bloch mode Green functions and rigorous 
dipole solutions for the structure.


